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Overview of the survey

• Survey launched on 12th May 2017 targeting the initiative's partners (Forum)

• 2 goals:
  1 - Know more about the partners' actions and research projects
  2 - Have a better understanding of their motivations and expectations

• 58 responses, 25 % of the partners (as of 14th June)

• Still open
Partners actions

Category of project leader

- State: 3%
- Local authority: 0%
- International or regional organisation: 9%
- Development bank: 0%
- Research and training institution: 33%
- Organisation of agricultural producers: 9%
- Civil society organisation or non-profit making organisation: 36%
- Commercial organisation or profit-making organisation: 9%
Partners actions

• The projects are **spread all over the world**, with at least one project on each continent.

• Most of them are at the **direct farmers benefice**.

• **Main goals**: implementation of agroecology, support to small-holders or traditional farming, development of organic farming or sustainable land management.

• Most quoted practices are **agroforestry** or **reforestation**, but there are many other represented at least.
Research projects

Category of project

- Research Project: 30%
- Training Project: 6%
- Capacity building Project: 27%
- Not concerned: 36%
Research projects

Pillars of the research program

Pillar 1: Estimating the potential for soil organic carbon sequestration 52%

Pillar 2: Developing practices adapted to specific soil and climate conditions 95%

Pillar 3: Define and strengthen the enabling environment 67%

Pillar 4: Monitoring, reporting and verification 38%
Partners' motivations & expectations

Expected outcomes

- contributing to and sharing of knowledge and/or experiences
- developing research on 4 per 1000
- supporting policies (including NDC)
- representing farmers

Partners expectations

- Funding: find research or projects opportunities
- Networking: interact with other researchers, project holders or partners
- Knowledge sharing
Conclusion

• These are **only first results**

• The **survey should be completed** with more questions (closed or open) and with a more specific survey targeting financial institutions, research organisations and even other initiatives

• As a complement: a **posters session** in Montpellier and in Bonn highlighted on the **website**

• Some **answers are on going**: collaborative platform, CIRCASA project, work on the reference criteria and indicators for evaluation